
Premium renders, textures, colours  
and coatings.



BASECOATS
Masterwall Australia offer a range of high build and skim coat 
renders incorporating flexible polymers and additives to 
enhance performance and application.
Simple, easy to use 1 bag solutions - just add water.

Add cement to our Coarse Patch for recessed joints and beads 
and skim the surface with our Fine or Coarse Patch for a 
perfect consistent finish.

ABOUT M-TEX
M-TEX is a range of modified exterior render and texture systems 
delivering the same premium quality and long lasting value you 
expect from Masterwall. Made in Australia and developed to 
perform in the harsh Australian climate, the M-TEX range of 

stunning textures and finishes beautifully transform any home.

THE SYSTEM
Our premium quality exterior coating systems, offer a range of 

fashionable finishes with industry leading performance and 
durability characteristics.
The M-TEX range includes complete systems for a wide range of 
walling substrates. Whether coating traditional brick, concrete, 
fibre cement, foam or lightweight concrete (AAC), M-TEX has a 
system to suit.
Masterwall also supply a wide range of walling panels, fixings, 
tools and accessories including masking and jointing tapes, plastic 
and metal beads, brushes, rollers, trowels, floats and drop sheets. 
Perfect for application of the full range of M-TEX products.

PRIMERS
Priming is the 'Key' to a great finish.
Good surface preparation is the foundation of coating performance 
and system durability.
Cutting corners can be disastrous; prepare well and enjoy the 
benefits for years to come with our range of M-TEX primers.

Waterbased emulsion primer designed to seal and consolidate 
the porosity on rendered and masonry substrates. Reduces 
absorbtion for more effectively controlled texture application 
and is alkali resistant to help block efflorescence.

Rendercoat Primer

A multi purpose emulsion primer with the addition of a fine grit 
for smooth surfaces allowing the consistant spread of 
subsequent texture coat.

Gripcoat Masonry Primer

A masonry primer concentrate that once diluted is highly 
penetrative for both dense and porous substrates. Alkali 
resistance and resistant to efflourescence.

Masonry Primer Concentrate

PRO RENDER

Premium cementitious polymer 
modified render for EPS and low 
pervious substrates.

FAST RENDER

Modified solid plaster style render for 
masonry.

FIBRE REINFORCED

Microfibre reinforced cementitous base 
coat render for AAC.

DRY TEXTURE

Cementitious bag render coat floated to 
an even texture finish.

HIGH BUILD

Lightweight render interspersed with 
EPS for high-build applicatons.

GP CREAM

Modified general purpose masonry 
render with a creamy consistency.

GP RENDER

Modified general purpose masonry 
render.

SUBSTRATE PRODUCT SELECTOR
Rollover each segment to reveal the M-TEX products best suited to 
your project.

Granite Texture 

Marble Texture

Platinum Finish

Sapphire 

Scratch Finish

FINISH WITH COLOUR
Add our premium M-TEX Flex Coat exterior paint to finish off a 
perfect job and provide a durable, flexible, UV and
weather protected finish.
Alternatively, M-TEX Flex Coat will provide the Ultimate 
protection offering peace of mind with its 10 year warranty.
All our products are water based offering low environmental 
impact and easy clean up.

EXPANDED POLYSTYRENE (EPS)

AUTOCLAVED AERATED CONCRETE (AAC PANEL)

FIBRE CEMENT SUBSTRATES

RENDER ON MASONRY (BRICKWORK / BLOCKWORK)

TILT SLAB, PRECAST AND OFF FORM CONCRETE

CEMENT RENDER (SAND & CEMENT)
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TEXTURE CHOICES
A superb range of quality Texture finishes is available. 
The only limit is your imagination!
Whether you prefer our premium Marble finish, the rugged 
charm of the Platinum range or the sparkle effect of our 
Sapphire texture coatings, we have the perfect texture for you. 
M-TEX’s durable and convenient range of Roll-On, Trowel-On 
and Scratch Textures provides choices and finishes for all 
applications. All M-TEX texture coatings can be tinted in a 
massive range.



When you choose Masterwall EIFS you not only get 
Australia’s leading Insulated Wall system, you also are 
assured industry-leading support and the reassurance that 
all our Distributors and Accredited Installers are trained 
experts in the Masterwall system:

• Nationwide telephone technical support.
• Online resources including detailed construction

manuals.
• Regular building seminars across metropolitan and

regional Australia.
• Regular feedback to regulatory bodies; building

surveyors (AIBS), Councils, the CSIRO & the MBA.

SHARING OUR RESEARCH AND 
KNOWLEDGE

Masterwall is available in most parts of Australia via our 
network of capital city and regional distributors who are 
experts in delivering the Masterwall system.

WARRANTY
 
Masterwall Australia Pty Ltd warrants that its products are 
free from defects in materials and workmanship for a period 
of 7 years from the date of purchase. (For a full description 
of the Warranty refer to the Masterwall website).

NATIONAL DISTRIBUTION

Further details are available on the Masterwall
website including downloadable brochures:

www.masterwall.com.au

ONLINE SUPPORT

CONTACT 
MASTERWALL AUSTRALIA
For national Technical and Sales contact Masterwall Australia:

National phone: (03) 9799 6565
Email: sales@masterwall.com.au
Web: masterwall.com.au

Masterwall manufactures and distributes high performance exterior insulation, render and coating systems. 




